
A N  O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E  M A N Y  T Y P E S  O F  F O L L Y  B O T H  
H I S T O R I C  A N D  M O D E R N .  

 

FOLLIES – AN INTRODUCTION 



FOLLY DEFINITIONS 

 A building in the form of a castle, temple etc. built to satisfy a 
fancy or conceit, often of an eccentric kind. 

 A structure, such as a pavilion in a garden, that is chiefly 
decorative rather than practical in purpose. 

 A whimsical or extravagant and often useless structure built 
to serve as a conversation piece, lend interest to a view etc 

 A sham building, sometimes a ruin, built to enhance a vista 
or a landscape. 

 A decorative building which forms part of the hard 
landscaping of a garden. 

 Note: I would add that by a ‘building’ the above mean a 
structure that shows some semblance of having once been 
habitable ie window openings, roof, doorway. 



BUT WHAT ABOUT THESE? 

Performance Piece by Dennis  

Oppenheim –Kansas USA 2000 

Red House Sunderland 2001 

Are these follies or just modern art? The first isn’t actually 
made of bricks but of metal and fibreglass painted to look like 

bricks. So not a folly but it could be. The other is a sculpture 
made of red stone – it depicts a ruined house and so fits right 
into the tradition of fake ruins, but in this case the furniture and 
clothing in the house is also made of stone, so it couldn’t 
plausibly be mistaken for an actual ruin. 



WHEN WERE THEY BUILT? 

Freston Tower, Suffolk, built 

1569 (or 1655) 

Rushton Triangular lodge , 

Northamptonshire  1597 



Stourhead, Wiltshire 1740s 

One of the earliest of the grand estates laid out in Britain in the 1730 -1830 period setting  a  
fashion for man made artificial landscapes. The owners of these estates would set off on their 
grand tour of Europe and come back with sketches of temples they’d seen in Italy or Greece, 
and then try to reproduce them on their estates. 



Worlitz, Germany 1790s 

Later on in the late 1700s the reverse 

process happened –Prince Leopold 

Franz of Germany travelled to England 

and then returned to his grand park in 

Wörlitz and built copies of English 

structures such as these copies of 

Ironbridge and the white bridge at Kew. 

A new style called ‘The English Garden’ 

took off in Europe. 



Batty Langley’s 

design for a ‘Gothick 

Temple’  

Architects or builders asked to 
build follies wouldn’t  necessarily 
have known what folly was, so a 

few people published books of 
patterns fro towers, grottoes, 
temples and ruins. One of these 
shown at the top produced two 
examples which still survive –the 
Temple at Bramham Park Yorkshire 
and the Lodge at Castlewon, 
Irleand.  



Faringdon Tower, Oxfordshire 1935 

Faringdon Tower was thought to be the last of the great follies –built in 1935 it was built at a time when it was subject to new 
planning rules. When asked by the planning sub committee what exactly was the point of his tower, Lord Berners replied “The 

great point of the Tower is that it will be entirely useless”. He left instructions with his architect and left him to build it while he was 
away. His architect hated gothic and so ignored his instructions and built in a much plainer style. When Berners returned it was 
complete save for the lantern at the top- he stayed around to make sure the top was finished in a gothic style. 
Not surprisingly no more follies were built during the war years and the years of austerity that followed. However, in the 1960’s a 
few small classical temples began to be built on private estates and by 2000 several ‘millenium follies’ were built. Many old 
crumbling follies were restored by the National trust, the Landmark trust and the Vivat trust. In this century several follies that were 
long gone, have been reconstructed from original drawings, or from old photographs or paintings. And the new rich are 
commissioning new follies for their estates and smaller houses. The age of the vast hilltop tower have probably gone, but the rise 
of diy follies, aided by programmes such as ‘Amazing Spaces’ and ‘Shed of the year’ means many people further down the 

scale of wealth are attempting their own follies 
 



Schloss Pfaueninsel, Berlin, Germany 1797 

Are follies uniquely English? No, and here’s a remarkably unlikely building in Berlin –made of wood it has a sham ruined top to 
the wall, surmounted by an iron bridge linking the two towers.  I has some accommodation to the rea but its quite small. 



FOLLY TYPES 

16) Sham bridge or dry bridge 



THE ‘PURE’ FOLLY 

The Gothic Arch 

Belvedere, Westmeath, Ireland The tower at Westonbury Water Mill, Herefordshire 

The pure folly is just that –a building that can have no practical use –not even room to sit in nor a staircase to climb. The Gothic 
arch is just that –a façade with no staircase, no rooms, just a two dimensional building to be seen from the main house. Even as 
a representation of a castle it fails –the battlements are unlike any fortified building. Thus it is a pure fantasy building.  Westonbury 
tower is a modern conceit –it house a water tank which is fed by a series of small buckets from a  stream below. When the tank is 
full it empties in a gush of water from one of the gargoyles on the side. It has function other than to amuse. 
 



BURLTON HALL FOLLIES, SHROPSHIRE  1895 

Built in 1895 by Edward Chambre Vaughan in order to give the hall some spurious historic interest. He insisted to visitors 

they were the remains of an underground monastery with links to Ellesmere.  Ellesmere is about 7 miles away so this is 

extremely unlikely 
 



Tollard Royal, Wiltshire 2009 

A modern folly built originally to house mobile phone aerials, but completed despite the company (O2) pulling out. 65ft high 
built in 2009. The owner, Mr Gronow-Davis was quite happy to keep it as a useless tower. “ It finishes off my estate” he said. 

Mr Davis was born in India which may explain the style. 
 



PROSPECT TOWER 

Pen-y-bont Hall, Powys Pontypool Park tower, South Wales  

A prospect tower is a tower from which one may enjoy the view from the top. Usually just a staircase and viewing platform 
and often in the gothic style, but sometimes with small rooms-maybe a small sitting room to take tea while enjoying the 
view. Some were built as an object to be seen from a distance and to used to entice the guest to take a walk to the 
furthest point on the estate and be rewarded with a view. Others were built so that the a hunt could be followed from a 
vantage point. These are called hunting stands.  



Jubilee Tower, Darwen, 

Lancs 

Jubilee Tower, 

Huddersfield, Yorkshire 

Follies continued to be built throughout the Victorian period with a rash of large towers built to celebrate Victoria's diamond 
jubilee in 1898.  
 



Spinnaker Tower Portsmouth 2005 

The Brighton i-360   2016 

Are people still building prospect towers? Well, not on private ground unless they are very small.  The latest equivalent are 
things like the Spinnaker tower (560ft) at Portsmouth or the Brighton eye (531ft) –a tower built for the view. 
 



TEMPLE 

Temple of Ancient Virtue, Stowe 1734 

Temple of Modern Virtue Stowe (no longer 
exists) 

The most common type of folly, these are based on real temples – that is to say places of worship – although in a garden 
context few if any were used for religious meetings –they simply used the associations of ancient temples to give a sense of 
awe and wonder on coming across one.  Stowe has more Temples than any other estate so I’ll use it to illustrate the different 
types of temple. Interestingly all were built when the estate was under the ownership of a man called Sir Richard Temple. 
The Temple of Ancient Virtue is based on the temple of Vesta at Tivoli.  It was meant to symbolize all that was good about 

ancient civilisations. Inside Ancient Virtue are four niches for full-length statues of Homer, Socrates, Lycurgus, and 
Epaminondas, chosen (respectively) as the greatest poet, philosopher, law-giver, and general of ancient Greece. The 
Temple of modern virtue was built as a ruin and had a headless statue of Walpole in front to it and was meant to show the 
decay of contemporary morals 



Queen’s Temple 1748 

Temple of Concord and 

Victory 1756 

Queen’s Temple was based on the Temple of 
Diana at Nimes, France. Originally known as the 
Grecian Temple, begun in 1747, the Temple of 
Concord and Victory was renamed at the end 
of the Seven Years' War (1756-1763) to 
celebrate British peace at home and victory in 
the field. 
 



Temple of Venus or Rotunda 1719 

Probably the most common form of Temple to be found on large estates the circular plan with 
columns and a domed roof is known as a rotunda. 



Gothic Temple 1741  

A very early example of Gothic revival architecture, it is triangular, something almost unique to follies – it makes for very 
inconvenient room layouts, but if the building is mainly seen from only one side, it saves on bricks. Originally called The 

Temple of Liberty - the darker ironstone of which the Gothic Temple is built contrasts with the lighter, honey-colored limestone 
of nearby buildings, its neo-gothic architecture contrasts with their classical designs. According to Robinson, "to the Whigs 
Saxon and Gothic were interchangeably associated with freedom and ancient English liberties: trial by jury ,Magna Carta, 
parliamentary representation, all the things which the Civil War and Glorious Revolution had protected from the wiles of 
Stuart would-be absolutism, and to the preservation of which Lord Cobham and his 'Patriots' were seriously devoted." English 
liberty thus stands in stark contrast to Roman tyranny.  
 



Nowadays, off the shelf temples and follies  can easily be 
bought in a range of standard styles –here’s are some items  
from Haddonstone’s catalogue. 
 



Belvedere built 

for Prince 

Charles at 

Dumfries House, 

Scotland 2014 

They are still being built – 
this one calls itself a 
belvedere rather than a 
temple and is made of 
good quality brick and 

lead. The lead roof is made 
of envirolead -100% 
recycled from car batteries. 
 



GROTTOES 

Painshill Grotto, Surrey 

A grotto is an artificial cave, enhanced with shells, bones, minerals and even mirrors to give a romantic feel. Water is often 
present either as a fountain, a cascade or as a small stream running through the structure, and figures of Neptune and 
mermaids are common.  Probably the oldest type of folly, Grottoes were very popular in Greek and Roman culture.  
 



Grotto at The Menagerie, Northamptonshire 1990s 
An elaborate grotto built into the cellars of the house in the 1990’s. Demolished 2018. 
 



Modern grotto: Cwm–Weeg, Dolfor, Newtown 

This garden was created from the early 1990’s from bare fields –a flat lawn area was excavated leaving a vertical bank of 
soil. This was given a stone facing and a cavity was hollowed out and then lined with minerals to form a grotto. 
 



Inside the grotto 

Inside, volcanic rock is mixed with minerals 
and chunks of glass  which are illuminated 

from behind by fibre optic lights. A small 
stream enters from the back and flows 
through the grotto. A mist machine produces 
a cloud of vapour from the ground. By 
Wolfgang Shaeffer  
 



SHELL HOUSES 

Adlington Hall, Cheshire 
Shell houses are related to grottoes but are above ground and often housed within buildings that resemble temples, 
cottages or rustic huts. This one at Adlington looks like a garden temple externally but is covered in shells on the inside. This 
one had suffered neglect over the years and when the current owners took it on most of the shells had fallen off. They 
replaced the roof but in doing so the last of the shells fell off. They employed Blott Kerr-Wilson to replace them, using shells 
collected from the floor plus shells from the collections of local people, as many of the originals are now protected species 
and so can’t be imported.  Several shell houses were decorated by Victorian ladies of leisure – it was a long slow process 
but presumably made a change from embroidery. 

 



Adlington shell house interior – restored 2014 by Blott Kerr-Wilson 



A modern shell house at Terrington Yorkshire, 2008 

A new shell house designed as an external room for entertaining, with room for a dining table and chairs. The inside was 
decorated in 2008 by Linda Fenwick. When completed the house was featured in Country Life magazine and as a 
consequence Linda received many request for shellhouses. She now runs a business designing new shell houses, restoring 
old ones and selling smaller items like shell covered tables and mirrors. 

 



Terrington Shell House interiors 



Terrington interior- Ceiling  

The ceiling is lit by tiny fibre optic lights. As the Victorian shell houses were either unlit or lit by candles, these modern ones 
should last a lot longer and stay cleaner. 
 



OBELISKS 

• Obelisk and temple at 

Bramham Park, 

Yorkshire 

Obelisks are generally associated with the 

celebration of a person or event. Initially copied from 
the Egyptian model and used as funeral monuments 
they then caught on as objects to commemorate 
victory in battles and as memorials for the dead of 
such battles. But many are just landscape ornaments 
in parks – they look good at the end of a corridor of 
hedges and so some celebrate fairly minor or even 
fictional events. Being made of solid stone or brick, 
they are expensive to build and difficult to erect and 
being solid, are impossible to use for anything 
practical such as shelter. So big, expensive and 
useless makes them ideal folly material. This one at 
Bramham is positioned at the end of a long pair of 
hedges on an axis from the house which includes a 
temple. 
 



Obelisk to a dog –Acton 

Round, Shropshire 1980s 
Obelisk to a gardener – West 

Green House, Hampshire 1980s 
These two are more recent and distinctly playful –one commemorates a dog and the other a gardener.  The first reads “This 
this place lie the remains of the faithful terrier, Scruffy,. Severe incontinence cut short a long life at the age of 18 yrs. If her 
bladder had been stronger she would have lasted even longer” 
 



CHINOISERIE 

   

Chinese pagoda at Kew Gardens, 1762. 

When the Swedish-born Scottish architect Sir William Chambers retired from his trips to China after 1749, he brought with him a 
resurgence of Chinoiserie, or Chinese-esque design.  Popular in Europe since the 17th century when the East India companies 

began trading, Chinoiserie reached its zenith from 1750 to 1765, gracing boudoirs, textiles, and gardens alike.  The pagoda 
originally boasted a roof of varnished iron plates with a dragon perched at each corner. –these have recently been restored. 



The Chinese Garden at Biddulph Grange, Staffordshire 

Created by James Bateman from the 1840s, the garden displays a series of Italian, Egyptian, Chinese and Himalayan 
themes. There is a section of ‘the great wall of China’ as well. 
 



Henbury Hall, Cheshire 1980s 



Pagoda at Acton Round 

Shropshire 1970’s 

This pagoda at Acton 
Round is made of quite 
cheap materials –the 

roofs are made of 
corrugated plastic 



COTTAGE ORNE/ FERME ORNE 

The Swiss Cottage at Cahir, Ireland 

Swiss Cottage, Oteley Hall 

Ellesmere 

The cottage orne or ferme orne are the terms used to describe a particularly decorative building, an idealised rustic 
cottage or set of farm buildings. These were often built to replace existing humble village dwellings when the local Lord 
didn’t want to see such ugly dwellings from his house or on his way out of the estate gates. Sometimes whole villages were 
moved when new estates were landscaped and some were replaced with sets of model cottages. 
 



Poultry House at Leighton Hall, Welshpool.  1861. 

Poultry House was built in 1861 by John Naylor for his daughter Georgina, to house an extensive collection of many 
species of ornamental fowl. The home farm on the estate was a model of the latest scientific farming methods of the 
time, but this appears to have been a little bauble for his duaghter to play at being the farmers wife. 
 



DOVECOTE/ICE HOUSE/WATER TOWER 

Castellated dovecote at Davenport House, Worfield, Shropshire 

All these are functional buildings commonly found on large estates –the dovecote to provide fresh meat and eggs, the ice 

house to preserve meat (in essence an early refrigerator) , and the water tower to supply drinking water at a constant 
pressure. All may have stood within site of the main house and so were often given decorative exteriors so that they became 
interesting landscape objects. This first one is visible on the edge of Worfield village and is easily mistaken for a folly tower but 
inside are rows of nesting boxes and a revolving ladder for access to the nests. 



Sham Dovecote, 

Bryan’s Ground nr 

Presteigne. Late 1990s 



Ice House, Millichope Park, Shropshire 

All you would normally see of an icehouse –a door and a mound. 

Most are quite visually  uninteresting with the main chamber being completely below ground. 



Ice house with grotto frontage at Gosford, 

Scotland, 1890s 

This one has had a stone encrusted façade and a couple of seats added to make a little shelter. 
 



Appleton Water Tower, Sandringham, Norfolk 1877  

A decorative tower built for Prince Albert to supply the Sandringham estate 
 



House-in-the-clouds, Thorpeness, Suffolk, 1923 

Built in 1923 as part of a seaside holiday complex, it was decided to cloak the necessary water tower in a skin 
that resembled a house. No longer in use as a water tower it has now been converted to holiday 
accommodation. 

 



EYECATCHER 

Castle Farm Stowe, Bucks  c1740 

A fake façade was sometimes added to a more humble building in order to have something more impressive 
on the skyline when seen from the estate grounds, or a completely fake building, often two dimensional, would 

be erected to improve a view. 
 



Castle Farm from behind 



Creech Arch, Dorset 1746 

A two dimensional eyecatcher.  Designed to give the impression of a distant castle when seen from below. 
 



HERMITAGE 

The Hermitage or Root house, Badminton, Gloucestershire 1750 
A hermitage was a rustic building often incorporating natural materials such as thatch, moss and unplaned tree branches. It 
was intended to give the idea that a hermit lived or had lived there. On occasion an actual hermit was paid to live there and 
be available when visitors came, often instructed to appear religious and quote favourite bible passages. Sometimes there 
was simply a  manikin.  It was designed and built by architect and genius Thomas Wright for the Duke of Beaufort sometime 
between 1748-1756, and is an early example of Gothick experimentation. The Root House was not only an embellishment to 

the landscape it also served a 'practical' purpose; it was a hermit's cell, inhabited by Badminton's resident hermit, Urganda.  



Detail of the doorway 
 



The Witches house , Hestercombe, Somerset 1761, rebuilt c2000 



Witches house interior 



Rustic bridge – Elton Hall, nr Ludlow. 1990s 

Leading to a modern interpretation of the hermitage. 

 



Elton Hall Hermitage 



Hermitage interior 



The 

Hermitage -

bedroom 



LODGE/GATEHOUSE 

Gatehouse to Brynkinalt Estate nr Chirk Waterloo Tower, Newbridge nr 
Wrexham 

Two local examples that are now separated from the estates they served, one by the A5 and one by the A483. The tower 

on the second one was used by the lodge keeper to keep a lookout for the master coming back in his carriage. As soon as 
he was spotted, a message would be sent to the main house staff to get the fires on and the dinner ready. 





Ivy Lodge, Rendlesham, Suffolk 1790s 

Ivy Lodge  is a sham ruin.  The big archway has Norman shafts with scalloped capitals but an arch looking c1300.  To its left 
is a low ruined turret also with some details meant to look Norman.  To the right is the lodge proper.  Its chimney is of flint 
and indistinct in outline.  Both lodges are dated c1790 by the DoE.” 
 



Gatehouse, Knutsford, Cheshire 1906 

Late use of a lodge –this time for the chauffeur of the motor car. By Richard Harding Watt. 

 



PYRAMID 

Blickling Hall Mausoleum, Norfolk, 1793 

Commissioned by Lady Caroline Suffield to commemorate her father, the 2nd Earl of Buckinghamshire, in 1793. The 
mausoleum was modelled on the tomb of Cestius in Rome 
 



Doddington Hall, Lincolnshire 

2014 

Needle’s Eye, Wentworth 

Woodhouse, Yorkshire c1750 

The Needle’s Eye is a pyramid, about 45 feet high built of sandstone blocks topped by an ornamental urn and pierced by 
a tall Gothic ogee arch.   It straddles a now defunct private roadway which ran from Wentworth Woodhouse and legend 
has it that Earl Fitzwilliam built the structure as a result of a wager that he could drive his horse and carriage through the 
eye of a needle!  
The pyramid at Doddington was built from recycled concrete left over from a recently demolished building. 
 



SHAM CASTLE 

Clytha Castle, nr Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, 1790  

It was built in 1790 by William Jones of Clytha Park in memory of his wife who had recently died. It is essentially a summer 
house – the left turret is hollow and the screen wall has nothing behind it. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clytha_Park


Oak Castle, Arundel Castle, Sussex, 2008 

Part of the recently created ‘The Collector earl’s garden’ designed by Julian and Isabel Bannerman. 
The Bannermans have designed a number of high quality structures for the gardens of the wealthy in 
recent years, and often use oak which is treated to look like stone. 
 



SHAM RUIN 

The Ruined Castle, Hagley Park, Worcestershire 1749  

A fake castle, built as a ruin but with the tower part made habitable, probably by a gamekeeper. 



The Jealous Wall, Belvedere, Ireland c1750 

Robert Rochfort and his young wife Mary lived at Belvedere but Robert was often away on business and Mary took 
to visiting his brother Arthur  who lived on an estate just opposite.  Robert assumed his wife was having an affair 

with his brother and imprisoned her in the house and built this big wall to interrupt the site lines between the two 
houses, so he didn’t have to look at his brother’s house. 
 



Ruined Church, Seend Manor, Wiltshire c 2014 

A modern ruin, with cleverly designed cracks – unfortunately, water and frost will soon turn it into a real ruin 
unless it is frequently repaired! 



AND NOW, FROM LIDLS… 

A few years ago, this unconvincing ruin kit was available from Lidl Germany. 



SHAM BRIDGES AND DRY BRIDGES 

Prior Park Palladian Bridge, Bath  1755 

A beautiful but unnecessary bridge – the bridge was designed first and the lake made to go under it rather than the other 
way round. By Ralph Allen and Capability Brown with advice from Alexander Pope 
 



Scampston Bridge, Yorkshire 1775 

A landscape object that stands at the end of the lake and makes a good viewing point, but  you could 
just have walked round the back of it to get round the lake. 



Ballysaggartmore Bridge, Lismore, Ireland 1830s 

A huge bridge with a different sham castle on each side.  Arthur Keily-Ussher wanted to build a huge an impressive house to 
replace the rather plain one he had on the estate. He built a huge double lodge at the entrance, a long drive going down 
through the woods, then this enormous bridge to go over quite a small stream. He spent so much on this he ran out of money 
and spent the rest of his life in the original house.  



BACKYARD FOLLIES 
 

Bramall, 

Manchester, 

2000 

onwards 

A modern ruined castle built around the front drive on a suburban housing estate. Well made from 
stone it is incongruous amongst the tidy 1940s houses. 



The ruinous and overgrown sham castle continues 



Foel Ortho, 

Penybontfawr, nr 

Oswestry 

A large Portmeirion type village tumbles down the hillside in North wales. It is made 
from cheap materials – concrete blocks, sandbags and cement render, and 
largely by one man, Eddie Matthews who has added to the house and garden 
over a period of more than 40 years. 



Another part of Foel Ortho 



Compton, 

Wolverhampton 

A suburban town house with an average size 
garden into which they’ve crammed a Japanese 
style garden, a ruin, a fernery, a summerhouse 
and a grotto. All this century. 
 



At the same house they have a WW2 air raid shelter which they’ve lined with shells. 



AND FINALLY…MY FOLLIES 

The Gothick Shed, Sheffield 1981 

My first attempt at a garden folly, made from the bricks of an outside toilet  which I demolished. 



The Tortoise houses 

Tortoise Towers, Sheffield 

A small castle made from rendered brick as a house for my tortoises. 



The Ruined Chapel, High Halden, Kent 

The Egyptian House, 

Woodchurch, Kent 

Two more tortoise houses made from half sized bricks –the first 
copies the shape of the chapel I was then living in.  



Rohan’s Tower Woodchurch, Kent 1998 

A tower made in blue brick and 
an old school fire escape 
staircase, as a memorial to my 
son Rohan who died in 1998. 
Because he was very fond of 
Lego, the staircase is painted in 
bright Lego colours, and the 
‘battlements’ are made from 
giant Lego bricks. 



Tin Chapel, Hope Valley, Shropshire 2008 

A garden shed made from corrugated iron in the style of a tin chapel, with working bell. 



Glass Tower 2007 

A triangular tower made 
from glass blocks and 
plastic guttering. It has no 
function. 



Tortoise Tunnel, Hope, Shropshire 2011 

A small underground room with a tunnel leading off to the side, with a giant tortoise on the roof. 



The Mosaic Tortoise 

The roof covered in mosaic tiles 



Inside the tunnel 



The Grain Elevator 2014 

The tunnel leads into the base of the tower, and  staircase takes you up to the top. 



The Bridge 2015 

From the top of the tower a door brings you onto the bridge, then across to the front lawn. 



THE FOLLY FELLOWSHIP 

www.follies.org.uk 

Please join us –the Join us! Button can be found in the top right hand corner. 



Members get three issues of the magazine each year. 



..and a book –last year they received The English Folly, this year they will get Follies by Rory 
Fraser. 



TRIPS 

In a normal year there will be 4 to 6 trips on offer, sometimes abroad. 



The Annual Garden Party 

The main event is the annual garden party in a 

well follied garden accompanied by food and 

a cake in the shape of one of the follies in the 

garden. 


